   This book will be useful in mapping out Harrodsburg and digging up information. Maybe even churches and specific names of slaveholders like Daviess who I found.

   A great background of Kentucky including Mercer County. A detailed account of the past slavery there with some ideology.

Coleman, Jack. Interview with Sherri Lane. 27, March 2000.
   With Talk with Mr. Coleman about his old slave farm and take pictures of slave writings and dwellings.

   This book will be a secondary source for what happened to blacks in Kentucky after the aftermath of the war.

   An awesome primary source dealing directly with my study area. A detailed account of her life, will be able to quote her.

Johnson, Isaac. SLavery Days in Old Kentucky. New York; Republican and Journal Co. Print, 1901
   A primary source that is a first hand account of slavery in Kentucky. Information Isaac gives will be quoted in my paper.

   I can use information from this book about the struggle blacks had during slavery. Will get some ideas about what they experienced.

   This book talks about the numbers of slaves in these slave holding states. Learned about ties that people had to slaves in these states.